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Abstract
Interpreting black box classifiers, such as deep
networks, allows an analyst to validate a classifier
before it is deployed in a high-stakes setting. A
natural idea is to visualize the deep network’s rep-
resentations, so as to “see what the network sees”.
In this paper, we demonstrate that standard dimen-
sion reduction methods in this setting can yield
uninformative or even misleading visualizations.
Instead, we present DarkSight, which visually
summarizes the predictions of a classifier in a way
inspired by notion of dark knowledge. DarkSight
embeds the data points into a low-dimensional
space such that it is easy to compress the deep
classifier into a simpler one, essentially combin-
ing model compression and dimension reduction.
We compare DarkSight against t-SNE both qual-
itatively and quantitatively, demonstrating that
DarkSight visualizations are more informative.
Our method additionally yields a new confidence
measure based on dark knowledge by quantifying
how unusual a given vector of predictions is.
1. Introduction
Despite the many well-known successes of deep learning
(Bishop, 2006; LeCun et al., 1998; Krizhevsky et al., 2012;
Amato et al., 2013), deep classifiers often fall short on in-
terpretability, which we take to mean whether a person can
understand at a general level why the classifier makes the
decisions that it does, and in what situations it is likely to be
more or less reliable. Lack of interpretability has been cited
as a barrier to deploying more complex classifiers, such as
random forests and deep classifiers. The interpretability of
a classifier is especially important when incorrect classifi-
cations have a high cost or when properties like fairness in
a model are being verified (Benı´tez et al., 1997; Caruana
et al., 2015; Doshi-Velez & Kim, 2017).
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Perhaps ironically, notions of interpretability and intelligi-
bility are often themselves not clearly defined (Lipton, 2016;
Doshi-Velez & Kim, 2017). Our definition of interpretabil-
ity is motivated by considering the common scenario in
which a trained neural network classifier is evaluated be-
fore deployment, which is especially important in industry
where models would influence millions of users. Clearly,
evaluating held-out accuracy is an important first step, but
there are many more detailed questions that we need to ask
to understand why a network makes the classifications that
it does, and in which situations the network is most reliable,
and least reliable.
A natural solution is to use visualization. For example,
researchers have proposed visualizing the activations of the
hidden layers of a deep classifier, using common dimension
reduction techniques such as principal components analysis
(PCA; Hotelling, 1933), or t-distributed stochastic neighbor
embedding (t-SNE; van der Maaten & Hinton, 2008). This
technique is described in a blog post by Karpathy (2014) and
mentioned as a common method by Lipton (2016), although
we are unaware of it having been studied systematically
in the research literature. Although this is a natural idea,
we find that it can actually provide a misleading sense of
classifier performance. For example, t-SNE tends to produce
plots where points are well-separated, even when in fact
many points lie near the decision boundary. From such a
plot, one might infer that the classifier is confident on all
points, when that is not the case.
We propose that more reliable interpretations of classifier
performance can be made by visualizing dark knowledge
(Hinton et al., 2015). Dark knowledge refers to the idea
that the full vector of predicted class probabilities from a
deep classifier — not just the highest probability output —
contains implicit knowledge that has been learned by the
classifier. For example, an image for which the most likely
predictions, with associated probabilities, are cat:0.95
dog:0.03 is likely to be different from an image whose
predictions are cat:0.95 car:0.03, since dogs are
more similar to cats than cars. Dark knowledge is extracted
using techniques that have variously been called model com-
pression or model distillation (Bucila˘ et al., 2006; Ba &
Caruana, 2014; Hinton et al., 2015), in which a simple
classifier is trained to match the predictions of a more com-
plicated one. We propose that dark knowledge can be useful
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Interpreting Deep Classifiers by Visual Distillation of Dark Knowledge
for interpreting classifiers that output probabilistic predic-
tions. By visualizing which data points are assigned similar
class probability vectors, an analyst can gain an intuitive
understanding of how the classifier makes decisions.
To this end, we introduce DarkSight1, a visualisation method
for interpreting the predictions of a black-box classifier on a
data set. Essentially, DarkSight jointly performs model
compression and dimension reduction, assigning a low-
dimensional representation to each data point in such a way
that a simpler, interpretable classifier can easily mimic the
black-box model. The representations and the interpretable
classifier are trained end-to-end using a model compression
objective, so that the full vector of predictive probabilities
of the interpretable classifier on the low-dimensional data
matches that of the black box classifier on the original data.
Through a combination of detailed case studies and quantita-
tive evaluations, we show that DarkSight visualizations high-
light interesting aspects of the network’s predictions that are
obscured by standard dimension reduction approaches.
1.1. Design Principles
We identify four design principles, i.e. four properties, that
low-dimensional embeddings should satisfy to provide reli-
able information about a classifier. These not only motivate
our design but also provide a basis for evaluating competing
visualization methods for interpretability:
1. Cluster Preservation. Points in the low-dimensional
space are clustered by the predicted class labels, and the
classifier’s confidence monotonically decreases from the
cluster center.
2. Global Fidelity. The relative locations of clusters in the
low dimensional space are meaningful. Clusters that are
closer together correspond to classes that are more likely
to be confused by the classifier.
3. Outlier Identification. Data points for which the vector of
predicted class probabilities are unusual, namely predic-
tive outliers, are easy to identify in the low dimensional
space. The classifier’s predictions may be less reliable
on these points (e.g. see Figure 5(a)).
4. Local Fidelity. Points that are nearby in the low dimen-
sional space have similar predictive distributions accord-
ing to the classifier.
Most nonlinear dimension reduction techniques like t-SNE
satisfy local fidelity by design, but in section 4 we show that
they often fall short on the other principles, and can mislead
the analyst as a result.
1Our project website http://xuk.ai/darksight/ con-
tains links to a PyTorch implementation of DarkSight as well as
online demos for DarkSight visualizations.
2. Related Work
DarkSight combines ideas from knowledge distillation, di-
mension reduction, and visualization and interpretation of
deep networks. We review work in each of these areas.
Knowledge distillation. Knowledge distillation (Bucila˘
et al., 2006; Bastani et al., 2017; Ba & Caruana, 2014;
Hinton et al., 2015) means training one model, called a
student model, to generalize in the same way as a second
teacher model, which is usually more complex. This is also
called model compression, because the teacher model is
compressed into the student. Interestingly, the relative prob-
abilities predicted by the teacher for lower-ranked classes
contain important information about how the teacher gener-
alizes (Bucila˘ et al., 2006). For example, consider two hand-
written digits that are predicted as 7’s— knowing whether
the second-best prediction is 2 or 1 is highly informative.
The implicit knowledge that is represented by the full vector
of predicted class probabilities has sometimes been referred
to as dark knowledge learned by the network (Hinton et al.,
2015). Model compression was originally proposed to re-
duce the computational cost of a model at runtime (Bucila˘
et al., 2006; Ba & Caruana, 2014; Romero et al., 2014), but
has later been applied for interpretability (see below).
Dimension reduction. Visualization of high-dimensional
data, such as predictive probabilities, necessarily involves
dimension reduction of the data to a low-dimensional space.
This has been an important topic in visual analytics over the
last few decades (De Oliveira & Levkowitz, 2003). Classical
methods from statistics include principal components analy-
sis (Hotelling, 1933) and multidimensional scaling (Cox &
Cox, 2000). More recently, t-SNE has been exceptionally
popular for text and image data (van der Maaten & Hinton,
2008). For a review of more recent approaches to dimension
reduction, see van der Maaten et al. (2009).
Interpreting deep networks. Various methods have been
proposed in recent years to interpret neural networks (Lip-
ton, 2016). These include compressing neural networks into
simple models, e.g. a small decision tree, which is easy
to interpret (Craven & Shavlik, 1996), retrieving typical
inputs so that one can interpret by examples via hidden acti-
vations (Caruana et al., 1999) or influence functions (Koh
& Liang, 2017) and generating artifacts or prototypes to
explain model behaviour (Ribeiro et al., 2016; Kim et al.,
2015). In contrast to deep neural networks, an alternative is
to restrict the models to belong to a family that is inherently
easy to interpret (Caruana et al., 2015; Doshi-Velez et al.,
2014; Letham et al., 2015).
Visualizing deep networks. Another way to interpret
deep neural networks is by means of visualization; for an
overview, see Olah et al. (2017). First, feature visualization
methods visualize different layers learnt by neural networks,
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for example, by producing images that most activate indi-
vidual units, ranging from low-level features like edges and
textures to middle-level features like patterns and even high-
level concepts like objects (Erhan et al., 2009; Mahendran &
Vedaldi, 2015; Olah et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 2015). An
alternative is attribution methods that visualize how differ-
ent parts of the input contribute to the final output, such by
generating sensitivity maps over the input (Bach et al., 2015;
Baehrens et al., 2010; Selvaraju et al., 2016; Smilkov et al.,
2017). Although these methods can produce informative
visualizations, it is difficult to scale these displays to large
networks and large validation sets — where by “scalability”
we are referring not to the computational cost of generating
the display, but whether the display does not become so
large that a person cannot examine it.
Most closely related work to ours is the proposal by Karpa-
thy (2014) to apply t-SNE to the features from the second to
last layer in a deep classifier, producing a two-dimensional
embedding in which nearby data items have similar high-
level features according to the network. We will observe
that these plots can be misleading because they contain well-
separated clusters even when, in fact, there are many points
nearby the decision boundary (see Section 4).
3. DarkSight
The goal of DarkSight is to interpret the predictions of a
black-box classifier by visualizing them in a lower dimen-
sional space. Our method takes as input an already-trained
classifier, such as a deep network, to be interpreted; we
call this the teacher classifier. Our method relies on the
teacher producing a probability distribution PT (c|x) over
classes rather than a single prediction. We are also given a
validation set of data points DV = {(xi, ci)} separate from
the data used to train the model, and the task is to visually
summarize the predictions made by the teacher on DV .
Our method combines dimension reduction and model com-
pression. For each data point xi, we define the prediction
vector pii = PT (ci|xi) produced by the teacher. Our goal
will be to represent each point xi in the visualization by
a low-dimensional embedding yi. To do this, we train an
interpretable student classifier PS(·|y; θ) in the lower di-
mensional space, where θ are the classifier parameters. The
training objective is a model compression objective to en-
courage the student prediction vector PS(ci|yi; θ) to match
the teacher’s prediction vector pii = PT (ci|xi). Importantly,
we optimize the objective jointly with respect to both the
classifier parameters θ and also the embeddings Y = {yi}.
This perspective highlights the key technical novelties of
our approach. Compared to previous work in model com-
pression, we optimize both the parameters and the inputs of
the student model. Compared to previous work on dimen-
sion reduction, the embeddings yi can actually be viewed as
representations of the prediction vectors pii rather than the
original input xi. To justify this interpretation, observe that
the optimal choice of yi according to the objective function
(1) below depends on xi only via pii.
3.1. Objective
To formalize the idea of “matching dark knowledge” be-
tween the student and the teacher, we minimize an objective
function that encourage matching the the predictive distri-
bution of the teacher with that of the student, namely,
L(Y, θ) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
D(PT (·|xi), PS(·|yi; θ)), (1)
where D is a divergence between probability distributions.
Instead of using common choices for D suggested in the
model compression literature, such as KL divergence and
Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence (Papamakarios & Murray,
2015), we empirically found that more informative visual-
izations arose from the symmetric KL divergence
KLsym(P,Q) =
1
2
(KL(P,Q) +KL(Q,P )), (2)
where KL(P,Q) = −∑Kk=1 P (k) log Q(k)P (k) .
3.2. Choice of Student Model
Interestingly, we achieve good results while using a fairly
simple choice of student model PS(ci = k|yi; θ). We sug-
gest that because we optimize with respect to both the stu-
dent classifier’s parameters and inputs, i.e. the embeddings,
even a simple student classifier has substantial flexibility to
mimic the teacher. We use the naive Bayes classifier
PS(ci = k|yi; θ) = P (yi|ci = k; θc)P (ci = k; θp)
P (yi|θ) . (3)
Naive Bayes has several advantages in our setting. First,
since it models data from each class independently, it en-
courages the low-dimensional embeddings to be separate
clusters. Additionally, we can choose the class-conditional
distributions to be more easily interpretable.
Two natural choices for the distribution P (yi|ci = k; θc) are
the Gaussian and Student’s t-distribution. Compared to the
Gaussian, the t-distribution encourages the low-dimensional
points to be more centred because of its heavy tail property.
This is related to the “crowding problem”, e.g. a sphere with
radius r in high dimension is hard to map to a sphere with the
same radius r in low dimension (van der Maaten & Hinton,
2008). Also, visually we want to encourage the mean param-
eters µ for each class to lie within the corresponding low-
dimensional points for that class. However, we empirically
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found that this does not always happen with the Gaussian.
Therefore we choose P (yi|ci = k; θc) = tν(yi;µk,Σk),
where tν(yi;µk,Σk) is a non-centered Student’s t distribu-
tion with mean µk, covariance matrix Σk, and ν degrees of
freedom. The prior over the classes is modelled by a cat-
egorical distribution P (ci = k; θp) = Cat(ci = k;σ(θp)),
where σ is the softmax and θp ∈ RK are parameters.
3.3. Training
The training of DarkSight is done with stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) on (1). We experiment both plain SGD on
{Y, θ} and coordinate descent by SGD for Y and θ, the
latter of which gives slightly better results with the sacrifice
of doubling running time. We also find that using techniques
like annealing can help avoid poor local optima.
For special cases, there can exist more efficient learning
algorithms, for example if logistic regression is used as the
student and MSE error is used as the loss; see Appendix A.
3.4. Confidence Measure
A byproduct of DarkSight is that the low-dimensional repre-
sentation allows us to define new confidence measures for
the teacher. Intuitively, we should have less confidence in
the teacher’s prediction if the full prediction vector is un-
usual compared to the other points in the validation set. To
formalize this intuition, we can estimate the density of the
embeddings yi, using a standard method like kernel density
estimation. This yields an estimate pˆKDE(yi) that we can use
as a measure of confidence in the teacher’s prediction of xi.
Although one might consider performing density estimation
directly in the space of prediction vectors pii, this is a much
more difficult problem, because it is a density estimation
problem with a simplex constraint, where common methods
may over-estimate near the simplex boundary. However, as
the embeddings yi are optimized to retain information about
pii, it is reasonable and simpler to use pˆKDE(yi) as a measure
of whether pii is unusual.
We contrast our confidence measure with the commonly
used predictive entropy H[PT (·|xi)]. The predictive en-
tropy does not take dark knowledge into account be-
cause it does not consider correlations between class
predictions. For example, consider two prediction vec-
tors pi1 = [cat:0.95 dog:0.03 ...] and pi2 =
[cat:0.95 airplane:0.03 ...]. Intuitively, we
should have lower confidence in pi2 because confusing cats
with dogs makes more sense than confusing cats with air-
planes. Despite this intuition, pi1 and pi2 have the same
predictive entropy, because the entropy is invariant to re-
labeling. Confidence measures based on dark knowledge,
however, can treat these two prediction vectors differently.
4. Evaluation
We use DarkSight to visualize classifiers on three datasets:
a LeNet (LeCun et al., 1998) with 98.23% test accuracy on
MNIST (LeCun, 1998), a VGG16 (Simonyan & Zisserman,
2014) with 94.01% test accuracy on Cifar10 (Krizhevsky
et al., 2014) and a wide residual network (Wide-ResNet)
(Zagoruyko & Komodakis, 2016) with 79.23% test accuracy
on Cifar100 (Krizhevsky & Hinton, 2009). For each case
we visualize a separate set of 10,000 instances, which is not
used to train the classifiers. Full details of intializations and
hyperparameters are given in Appendix C.
We compare the DarkSight visualization to standard dimen-
sion reduction approaches. Typically, it is considered desir-
able to produce a visualization with clearly defined clusters,
because this means the method has identified structure in
the data. But as we will see, such a visualization can be mis-
leading for interpretability if important information about
the prediction vectors is missing. Instead, we will evalu-
ate different visualization methods along the four design
properties described in Section 1.1: local fidelity, cluster
preservation, global fidelity and outlier identification.
We compare against the t-SNE method (van der Maaten &
Hinton, 2008) because it is widely adopted for dimension
reduction, and has previously been proposed for interpret-
ing the deep classifiers (Karpathy, 2014). In preliminary
experiments, we attempted to apply PCA as well, but the
results were disappointing, so we omit them for space. We
consider several different methods for interpretability, each
of which applies t-SNE to different inputs:
1. t-SNE prob uses the predictive probability vectors;
2. t-SNE logit uses logits of the predictive probability vec-
tors, i.e. the last layer just before the softmax;
3. t-SNE fc2 uses the final feature representations of the
inputs, i.e. the layer before logit. (In LeNet, this is the
second fully connected layer, called fc2.)
All t-SNEs above are trained for 1,000 epochs with a batch
size of 1,000 on the same dataset as DarkSight. We try
perplexities from 2 to 80 when training t-SNE and we only
report the best one from each t-SNE for each evaluation.
4.1. Cluster Preservation
DarkSight has a good in-cluster property: points close to
the cluster center have higher confidence than points away
from the cluster center. This is important when using the
visualization to check for outliers, i.e. points which the
classifier is uncertain of. To see this, we use the predictive
entropy H[pii] as a confidence measure, a common choice
in information theory (Gal, 2016), to color points. Figure 1
shows the scatter plots from LeNet on MNIST with each
point shaded by its confidence. It can be seen that DarkSight
puts points with high predictive confidence in the cluster
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(a) DarkSight (b) t-SNE prob (c) t-SNE logit
Figure 1. Scatter plots with points colored by predictive entropy.
Dark points have large values. In all three plots, the same random
subset (500 out of 10000) points is shown.
centers while t-SNE tends to spread points with high and
low confidence throughout the cluster. An analyst might
naturally interpret points near the centre of a cluster as
more typical, and might look to the edges of a cluster to
find unusual data points that the classifier fails on. This
interpretation would fail for the t-SNE visualizations, so we
would argue that they are, in this aspect, misleading.
Note that a direct result of this property is that points in
midway of two clusters are similar to both corresponding
classes (see digits labelled as Case 2 in Figure 5(a)). Also
(a) t-SNE prob (b) t-SNE logit
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
plane
car
bird
cat
deer
dog
frog
horse
ship
truck
(c) Predictive probabilities of points in the black box
Figure 2. Correspondence points in the black box of Figure 5(b).
(a) and (b) are t-SNE plots with these points colored by red; red
areas are also pointed by blue arrows. (c) is the plot of predictive
probabilities of each class for these points; left to right in x-axis
corresponds to points in the box from left to right along the curve.
refer to Figure 5(b) where several pairs clusters are directly
adjacent along a curve. This happens because the predictive
vectors along this curve have two top predictive probabili-
ties that dominating the others, and the values of the top two
probabilities smoothly interchange with each other along
the curve. For example, consider the points in the in the
black box of Figure 5(b). The DarkSight visualization sug-
gests that points along this curve smoothly transition from
predictions of planes to predictions of birds. In Figure 2(c),
we zoom in to the points within the box, and we find that
this smooth transition is exactly what is happening. So the
DarkSight visualization correctly reflected the model’s pre-
dictions. However, as shown by corresponding points in
Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b), such transition between clus-
ters are hardly visible in t-SNE plots. There are 38 such
instances in the box which are uncertain between bird and
plane, which t-SNE over-plots uncertain points in a small
area. This is unfortunate for interpretability, as such points
are precisely those which are most of interest to the analyst.
4.2. Global Fidelity
In both DarkSight and t-SNE plots, nearby clusters are more
likely to be ”predicted together”, i.e. if the classifier is likely
to confuse between two classes, both methods tend to po-
sition them as nearby clusters.2 But this does not always
hold. Sometimes, for both DarkSight and t-SNE, commonly-
confused classes clusters are not placed next to each other
visually, or neighboring clusters are not commonly confus-
able. However, for DarkSight we can gain more insight by
examining the difference between the clusters. We have
observed then when two neighboring clusters are directly
adjacent, like the bird and plane clusters in Figure 5(b),
then they tend always to be confusable clusters. We do not
observe this useful phenomenon in the t-SNE plots.
Moreover, DarkSight visually shows global patterns based
on the arrangement of the clusters, which is not the case
for t-SNE. For instance in Figure 5(b), it can be seen that
the lower right clusters (pink, red, gray, brown, purple and
green) form a group while the upper left clusters (ocean,
orange, yellow and blue) form another. In fact, the lower
right classes are all animals and upper left are all vehicles.3
More interestingly, the only two classes from each group
that have a curve between them are “bird” and “plane”,
which are semantically similar to each other.
4.3. Outlier Identification
As discussed in Section 3.4, the density of the DarkSight em-
beddings can be useful for detecting outliers because of the
idea of dark knowledge. In this section, we evaluate quan-
titatively whether DarkSight outliers tend to correspond to
less reliable predictions; later, in Section 5, we will evaluate
this qualitatively. To obtain density estimations on embed-
2 One can verify this by examining the confusion matrix. The
confusion matrix for Cifar10 is given in Table 3 (Appendix F).
3 We generate multiple DarkSight plots and this finding is
almost consistent on different runs, with only small differences.
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dings, we experiment with two methods: kernel density
estimation (KDE) and Gaussian mixture estimation (GME);
we only report the one that gives better performance in each
evaluation. We evaluate the effectiveness of a confidence
measure by measuring if the classifier is more accurate on
higher-confidence predictions. In particular, when the con-
fidence is below δ, we allow the classifier to reject a point,
i.e. decline to make a prediction without paying a penalty in
accuracy. We compare confidence measures by an accuracy-
data plot, which the accuracy of the thresholded classifier
when forced to predict for a given percentage of the data.
First, we run density estimation on the low-dimensional
embeddings produced by both t-SNE and DarkSight, to
show that the density of the DarkSight embeddings is a
more useful confidence measure. Second, to get a sense of
how much information about the global density is lost in
a 2D embedding, we run density estimation in the original
space of prediction vectors, PT (·|xi), to attempt to estimate
an upper bound on the performance of methods based on a
2D visualization. Also, because the prediction vectors are
in a high-dimensional simplex, we can model the vectors
using a mixture of Dirichlet, which gives density that we
call Dirichlet mixture estimation (DME).
The accuracy-data plots in Figure 3, for MNIST (LeNet)
and Cifar10 (VGG16), compare the effectiveness of differ-
ent confidence measures by showing how the performance
changes when different amount of points are rejected by
different thresholds. Ideally we would hope only those data
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Figure 3. Data-accuracy plot for different confidence measures.
points on which the model may make mistakes are rejected,
i.e. the curves in Figure 3 should be close to the upper right
corner of the plot. Overall, in both figures, KDE on Dark-
Sight embeddings gives good results consistently, generally
outperforming the other methods based on low-dimensional
embeddings. This supports our statement that DarkSight
preserves dark knowledge in the low-dimensional space and
the density estimation on it is an effective confidence mea-
sure. For both figures, in regions where the most of data is
used, the results from KDE (DarkSight) and KDE (proba-
bility) are similarly best. It is also interesting to note that,
for Cifar10, KDE (DarkSight) outperforms two density esti-
mations on the original probability space, which indicates
that DarkSight captures some information about confidence
that direct density estimations on probability fail to capture.
In future work, this outlier detection method could enable a
tool where the analyst can visually mark portions where the
classifier is unreliable and have the classifier refuse to make
a decision in those areas of the space. A further interesting
work would be how to interactively learn the confidence
measure, based on a small amount of user feedback.
4.4. Local Fidelity
In order to quantitatively evaluate how well the predictive
probability is preserved locally in 2D, we define a metric
based on k-nearest neighbours (kNNs) as below
Mk(Y ) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
1
k
∑
j∈NNk(yi)
JSD(pi, pj), (4)
where pi = PS(·|yi), JSD is the Jensen-Shannon distance
(JSD) 4 and NNk(yi) is the set of the indices of the k-nearest
neighbours of yi in the 2D embedding.
Figure 4 shows the local fidelity performance of LeNet on
MNIST with the number of neighbours k varying, where
smaller values are better. It can be seen that both DarkSight
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Figure 4. Local fidelity Mk(Y ) on MNIST as a function of the
number of neighbours k, for DarkSight and t-SNE visualizations.
Note: t-SNE prob is being optimized specifically for local fidelity.
and t-SNE prob do a better job on preserving predictive
probability locally than t-SNE logit and t-SNE fc2. In other
words, the performance of t-SNE depends very much on
which quantities are visualized. This is because early lay-
ers of LeNet do not have much discriminative information
but only hierarchical features. Also notice that the fidelity
Mk(Y ) of t-SNE is better for low k while that of DarkSight
is better for high k. This is because t-SNE is primarily a
4JSD is defined as the square root of JS diver-
gence JSD(P,Q) =
√
JS(P,Q), where JS(P,Q) =
1
2
(KL(P,M) +KL(Q,M)) and M = 1
2
(P +Q). JSD is used
here because it is a metric and its underlying JS divergence is
neither the divergence used by DarkSight nor t-SNE, i.e. it is fair.
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Table 1. Comparisons between DrakSight and t-SNE. Properties
are defined in Section 1.1.
√
: good, ×: bad and ∼: acceptable.
METHOD / PROPERTY 1 2 3 4 TIME
DARKSIGHT
√ √ √ ∼ O(N)
T-SNE PROB ∼ × × √
O(N2) OR
O(N logN)
T-SNE LOGIT × ∼ ∼ ×
T-SNE FC2 × × × ×
Table 2. Training results of DarkSight for different datasets. Note:
Acc#ground is the accuracy towards true labels and Acc#teacher
is the accuracy towards the predictions from the teacher.
DATASET KLsym ACC#GROUND ACC#TEACHER
MNIST 0.0703 98.2% 99.9%
CIFAR10 0.0246 94.0% 99.7%
CIFAR100 0.383 79.2% 99.9%
method for producing embeddings with local fidelity while
the DarkSight objective function is more of a global mea-
sure. As we have shown in previous subsections, optimizing
this global objective provides benefits that t-SNE lacks.
4.5. Computational Efficiency
The time complexity of DarkSight is O(N), assuming the
underlying automatic differentiation implementation has
constant time complexity. On the other hand, t-SNE has
a computational complexity of O(N2), as it requires the
calculation of pairwise distances. DarkSight also scales
better than the fasterO(N logN) variants of t-SNE (van der
Maaten, 2014; Linderman et al., 2017). For empirical results
on running time, see Appendix D.
4.6. Summary of Properties
Table 1 gives a summary of the methods evaluated above,
regarding the four properties and time complexity. Among
all methods, DarkSight is the only one that has all properties
of interest and scales well.
4.7. Quality of Model Compression
Finally, it is reasonable to wonder if it is even possible to
obtain high-fidelity student models when the embedding
space is restricted to two dimensions. Table 2 shows the
quality of model compression that was achieved, in terms of
both symmetric KL divergence and accuracy of the student
at matching the teacher’s predictions. For the tasks with 10
classes (MNIST and Cifar10), the optimization objective
KLsym reaches very small values, and for the Cifar100 task,
the value is still reasonable. We conclude that the student
models are successful at matching the teacher’s predictions.
5. Case Studies
In this section, we demonstrate the types of insights that
a developer of machine learning methods can gain from
examining DarkSight visualizations by giving example anal-
yses on three data sets. Figure 5 shows the visualization
generated by DarkSight for MNIST, Cifar10 and Cifar100.
5.1. LeNet on MNIST
Figure 5(a) visualizes the output of the MNIST classifier.
From this display, an analyst can gain several different types
of insight into the classifier. First, at a global level, we see
that the points in the display are clustered into points that
have the same teacher prediction. Additionally, the locations
of the clusters provide insight into which classes seem most
similar to the classifier, e.g. the clusters of points predicted
as “3” and “8” are close together, “4” and “9” are close
together, and so on. Indeed, the relative distances between
clusters can be interpreted by comparing the contours of
PS(yi; θ). So for example, classes “4” and “9” are the most
similar pair, because their high-probability contours are the
closest. By plotting more levels of contours, different levels
of similarity between classes can be visualized.
Looking more deeply, the analyst can also see which in-
stances are most difficult for the classifier. Because of
DarkSight’s cluster preservation property, data points near
a cluster centre have higher confidence, and points farther
away have lower confidence. This is illustrated by Case 1.
Here Case 1.a and 1.b indicate two points near the center of
their clusters, which are typical-looking images. In contrast,
Case 1.c and 1.d indicate two digits which are far away from
the centers of the same cluster, and appear highly atypical.
The reason that DarkSight is able to display these points
as atypical is due to the dark knowledge inside their pre-
dictive probabilities. For Case 1.c, the prediction vector is
["5":0.52 "0":0.44 ...], which contains an un-
usually high probability for the second-best class. For Case
1.d, the prediction vector is ["2":0.52 "0":0.16
"9":0.12 "3":0.11 "8":0.08 ...], which con-
tains an unusual number of classes with large probability.
These two points are indicated as unusual in the visualiza-
tion because they lie at the edges of their clusters.
The cluster preservation property also implies that points
midway between two clusters tend to be similar to both.
For example, Case 2.a is a typical “9” and Case 2.b is a
typical “4”, and are located near the center of their respective
clusters. By contrast, Case 2.c and Case 2.d are midway
between the two clusters, and both digits are more difficult
to recognize, with similarities to both “9” and “4”.
Another interesting aspect of the visualization is that nearby
points that are misclassified tend to be misclassified in the
same way. For example, Case 3.a and Case 3.b, are “2”s
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Figure 5. Scatter plots generated by DarkSight for LeNet (MNIST), VGG16 (Cifar10) and Wide-ResNet (Cifar100). For (a) and (b),
points are colored by the teacher’s predictions. Rounded points means they are correctly classified by the teacher and crossings means they
are wrongly classified by the teacher. For (c), we show the monochrome scatter plot simply because there are too many clusters which are
hard to assign colors to. Stars in all plots are µs of the Student’s t-distributions. In (a), the contour is where PS(yi; θ) equals to 0.001.
that are misclassified as “7”s.5 Compared with a typical “2”
(e.g., Cases 1.d, 3.c and Case 3.d), these misclassified digits
seem to have a longer top horizontal stripe, and lack the
bottom curl. This suggests what characteristics of digits are
important for the classifier to make predictions. One might
consider improving the classifier for these inputs by either
changing the architecture or collecting more examples of
this type of digit.
Finally, points appear as outliers when the classifier predicts
an uncommon vector of predictive probabilities. For exam-
ple, Case 4 shows the three digits located in the upper-right
corner of the plot. It can be seen that these digits are par-
ticularly unusual outliers. This suggests that a particularly
interesting class of anomalous data points are those that
cause a classifier to do unusual things.
5 Instead of coloring points by their predictive labels, one
can also color them by their true labels, which makes it easy to
spot misclassifications. With the alternative coloring schema, an
isolated red point, for example, in a sea of blue points is likely to
be a misclassification. An example appears in the Appendix E.
5.2. VGG16 on Cifar10
Figure 5(b) shows the visualization for Cifar10. In this plot,
points are again grouped by top-predicted class, but now six
of the classes lie on a one-dimensional manifold that pro-
gresses from “truck” to “car” through to “bird” and “dog”.
Along the curves connecting clusters, we observe that the
top two probabilities in the prediction vector smoothly tran-
sition through the classes in the manifold, as we discussed
in more detail earlier (see Figure 2(c)).
5.3. Wide-ResNet on Cifar100
Finally, Figure 5(c) is the DarkSight visualization of the
Wide-ResNet trained on Cifar100 that includes all 100
classes. Even with so many classes, it is possible to vi-
sually identify clusters and outliers. Although it is difficult
to examine a display with so many clusters in print, an in-
teractive plot that allows for panning and zoom can make it
possible to explore this display thoroughly.
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6. Conclusions
We present DarkSight, a new dimension reduction tech-
nique for interpreting deep classifiers based on knowledge
distillation. DarkSight jointly compresses a black-box clas-
sifier into a simpler, interpretable classifier and obtains the
corresponding low-dimensional points for each input. With
DarkSight, one can faithfully visualise the predictive vectors
from a classifier as shown through four useful properties.
We demonstrate how to use these properties to help diagnose
deep classifiers, which could potentially enable wider use
of them in industry.
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A. Efficient Learning Algorithm for
“Simplified” DarkSight by SVD
In a “simplified” version of DarkSight, i.e. DarkSight with
softmax classifier as student model and MSE between log-
its as learning objective, there exists an efficient learning
algorithm to generate the 2D embedding by SVD.
Firstly, we need to set up the notations
• We call the output logits from teacher L, a N by K matrix
where each row Li is the logit of input i;
• We call the low-dimensional points we would like to find
Y , a N by 2 matrix where each row Yi represents the 2D
location for input i;
• We parameterize the softmax classifier by a 2 by K matrix
W
– The predictive probability is then PS(ck|Yi) =
fk(Yi;W ) = Softmaxk(YiW );
– The corresponding logits outputted by the student
model is basically Si = YiW ;
• The objective for all data points is
L(W,Y ) = ||L− YW ||22. (5)
The minimizing Equation 5 can also be formalized as: find-
ing a decomposition YW for a N by K matrix L, where Y
is a N by 2 matrix andW is a 2 by K matrix. This is actually
a low-rank matrix approximation problem, which can be
found a solution by SVD.
In order to get the 2D embedding, we first perform a SVD
on L which gives
LT = UΣV T , (6)
where U is a K by K matrix, Σ is a K by K diagonal matrix
and V is a N by K matrix. Then the best rank-2 approxima-
tion is simply U˜ Σ˜V˜ T , where U˜ is the K by 2 submatrix of
U , Σ˜ is Σ with only the largest 2 singular values kept and V˜
is the N by 2 submatrix of V . Therefore, the 2D embedding
of DarkSight is Y = V˜ and the parameters of student model
is W = (U˜ Σ˜)T .
The visualization generated by the method described above
of LeNet on MNIST and VGG16 on Cifar10 are shown in
Figure 6 and Figure 7 respectively.
B. Variants of DarkSight
Besides the basic setting of DarkSight introduce in Section 3,
there are three useful variants of DarkSight for particular
purposes.
B.1. Parametric DarkSight
The DarkSight method presented in Section 3 is non-
parametric because the parameters include the low-
dimensional embedding yi for each data point xi, and
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Figure 6. Visualization of LeNet on MNIST by “Simplified” Dark-
Sight using SVD.
hence grow linearly with the amount of data. In some sit-
uations, it might be more desirable to have a parametric
version. Motivated by van der Maaten (2009), we sug-
gest one can train a map fp from PT (·|xi) to yi using a
neural network. It could be done by firstly training a non-
parametric DarkSight to obtain Y and then fitting fp to
minimize L(p) = 1N
∑N
i=1(f(PT (·|xi)) − yi)2, followed
by an end-to-end fine-tuning6.
This actually enables an interesting pipeline to generate
heatmap visualization. Recall that from the student model
we have P (yi; θ). The term is small if yi is far away from
clusters, so it can be used as an alternative confidence
measure rather than the one based on density estimation.
With the parametric DarkSight, one can get this value by
P (fp(PT (·|xi); θ), which is differentiable w.r.t the input xi.
Thus, one can generate a heatmap based on the gradient
of P (yi; θ) w.r.t xi, i.e. ∇xiP (fp(PT (·|xi); θ). A further
interesting work is to generate adversarial inputs based on
this gradient.
B.2. DarkSight for Subset of Classes
Although it is technically possible to visualize classifiers
with 100 classes by DarkSight ( see Table 2 and Figure 5(c)
6The end-to-end fine-tuning can by done by replacing each yi
by fp(PT (·|xi)) in Equation 1, thus the parameters to optimize
are θ and p. The training algorithm is similar: either plain SGD or
coordinate descent by SGD can be used to optmize θ and p.
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Figure 7. Visualization of VGG16 on Cifar10 by “Simplified”
DarkSight using SVD.
), two clusters of interest might be placed far away from
each other , in which case other clusters in between would
prevent interesting visual interactions between clusters. To
tackle this problem, one can choose to visualize only a
subset of interesting classes.
In order to do that, the normalized subset of predictive dis-
tribution can be used as learning target
P Subt (·|xi) =
PT (·|xi)m∑N
i=1(PT (·|xi)m)
, (7)
where  is the element-wise product andm is a length-K
vector with 1 indicating classes to visualize and 0 not to.
Note that with this variant, one can choose to visualize the
whole dataset by creating a small multiple, i.e. grid plot of
100 classes by 10 plots with 10 classes each.
B.3. Control the size of high confidence area
In DarkSight, points with high confidence are located in
a small region while points with low confidence spread
around, which is an interesting phenomena of our method
which allows outliers to be detected. On other side, high
confident points are usually more than those with low con-
fidence, which makes most of points located in a small
area. Thus, one might be interested in control the degree
of such phenomena. Inspired by (Hinton et al., 2015), it
can be achieved by introducing a temperature term T when
normalizing logits l to probability p: p = l′/
∑
i l
′, where
l′ = li/T . By setting T greater than 1, one can encourage
the points in the visualizatoin to spread more apart, which
further pulls put outliers from clusters.
Setting T greater than 1 also makes the knowledge distil-
lation easier as it increases the entropy of p, i.e. the infor-
mation provided by the teacher. Therefore when training
DarkSight, annealing can be used by firstly set T to be a
high value, e.g. 20, and generally reducing it to 1.
C. Experimental Setups
In all experiments, optimization is run for 1,000 epochs by
an Adam optimizer with a batch size of 1,000. MNIST and
Cifar100 uses coordinate descent by SGD and Cifar10 uses
plain SGD with annealing based on temperature mentioned
in Appendix B.3.
The covariance matrices of the conditional distribution are
initialized as
√
logKI and are not optimized. We found that
DarkSight is able to learn a fairly good mimic even with-
out optimizing the covariance. Also, fixing the covariance
(or relaxing it to be λI) makes the plot easy to interpret.
The means of the conditional distributions are randomly
initialized by 2D Gaussian. For Cifar10, they are randomly
initialized by 2D Gaussian; for MNIST and Cifar100, all
low-dimensional points are initialized at the centers of their
predictive cluster.
For the Student’s t distribution, we use ν = 2 degrees
of freedom. We use different learning rates for different
parameters. For MNIST and Cifar10, we use the learning
rate ηc = 0.001 for θc; ηp = 0.005 for θp; and ηY =
1×10−6 for y. For Cifar100, we use ηc = 0.005, ηp = 0.01
and ηY = 1× 10−6.
D. Running Time Benchmarks
DarkSight visualization for a dataset with 10,000 data points
and 10 classes can be generated by coordinate descent in 12
minutes with CPU only and 1.5 minutes with GPU; or by
plain SGD in 6 minutes with CPU only and 48 seconds with
GPU. For t-SNE on the same dataset and dimensionality,
it costs around 12 minutes with CPU only. The t-SNE we
use is a Julia implementation of t-SNE, available at https:
//github.com/lejon/TSne.jl. Julia is believed to
be more efficient than MATLAB or Python in terms of
scientific computing on CPUs.
Recall that as DarkSight has a time complexity of O(N).
In order to visualize more than 10,000 points, t-SNE, with
a time complexity of O(N2) or O(N logN), would spend
more time than DarkSight.
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E. Alternative Color Schema
Except from coloring points by their predictive labels, one
can also color points by their true labels. Figure 8 shows the
same low-dimensional embedding as Figure 5(a) with this
alternative color schema.
F. Confusion Matrix for VGG16 on Cifar10
Table 3 shows the confusion matrix for VGG16 on Cifar10.
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Figure 8. Same visualization as Figure 5(a) with points colored by their true labels.
Table 3. Confusion Matrix for VGG16 on Cifar10. Rows are predictive labels and columns are true labels.
plane car bird cat deer dog frog horse ship truck
plane 951 2 11 6 1 2 4 2 16 5
car 3 972 0 1 0 1 0 0 5 18
bird 13 0 920 16 10 12 11 5 2 1
cat 5 0 17 852 12 57 12 8 3 2
deer 4 0 14 19 956 15 8 10 0 0
dog 0 0 16 76 7 894 2 11 0 1
frog 2 1 11 19 4 3 961 0 2 0
horse 1 0 5 3 10 14 1 962 0 0
ship 14 3 4 4 0 0 0 0 964 4
truck 7 22 2 4 0 2 1 2 8 969
